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Abstract:
Tbis paper deals with a wrapper approach to the problem
of feature selection for classification. Based on fuzzy clustering,
we develop a new algorithm that operates by testing the error
between the cluster structure of the subspace data set and the
class structure of the oriejnal data set. The true number of
clusters in the subspace data set introduces accurate cluster
structure information. The classification error rate, based on
the differeuee between the number of dusters in the subspace
data set and the number of classes in the original data set,
provides a fair evaluation of how well the subset of features
represents the original feature set. The experimental results
show the advantage of our new algorithm.
Keywords:
Feature selection; Classification; Classification error r a e
Fuzzy C-Means clustering.
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Introduction

The problem of feature selection for classification is
defined as follows: Given a set of features, select the subset
that performs the best under some classification system.
Feature selection can not only reduce the cost of
recognition by reducing the number of features that need to
be collected, but in many cases it can also provide better
classification accuracy due to the effect of finite sample
size effect ['I. Using a subset of features can increase the
understandability of the acquired knowledge. Feature
selection can help data visualization by reducing the
number of dimensions.
Many methods are used for feature selection. Dash and
Liu summarized these methods'*]. Feature selection
involves: generating the subset of features and evaluating
them. Three major strategies can be adopted in generating
the subset of features: 1. Completes strategy involves
examining all possible combinations of features, .which
becomes too expensive if feature set is large: 2. Heuristic
strategy uses certain guideline to control the selection
processing; it is simple to implement and produces .rapid
re~ults'~"';3. Random strategy selects feature randomly
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(probability approach). Five 'ypes of function are often
used to evaluate feature subsets: 1. distance measures; 2.
information measures; 3. dependence measures:' 4.
consistency measures; and 5. classification error' kite
measure.
'

'
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Considering all of these methods and evaluation
functions, the goal of feature selection can also be stated as
finding the subset of features which is the most
"structurally similar" 'to. the original feature set. The
"structural similarity" of two feature sets can be described
by the cluster strucme of two data sets. Dy and Brodley
examined feature selection wrapped around expectation
maximization (EM) clustering with order identifi~ation'~'.
They introduced the clustering algorithm (EM) into the
feature selection problem for unsupervised learning. For the
classification problem, however, little attention has, been
paid to the role of clustering methods in feature selection.
The difficulty stems from the complexity and inaccuracy of
clustering algorithms when the number of clusters is not
known.

In this paper, we propose a wrapper approach to feature
selection using an efficient clustering technology.. The
approach is based on the fact that the selected feature subset
is "structurally similar" to the original feature set. Based on
an efficient clustering algorithm we presented recently"'],
we propose here a'novel algorithm for feature selection by
focusing on the structural similarity in the selection process.
We define a classification error rate for evaluating the
subset of features. Extensive test results derived hy
applying the new algorithm to two artificial data sets and an
ensemble of real-world data sets are repotted.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly introduce the clustering algorithm, which is based
on the model selection strategy, and describe the new
feature selection algorithm based on the wrapper approach.
Experimental results are given in Section 3. The last section
presents our conclusions.
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Feature Selection
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In this section, we briefly introduce the clustering
algorithm, which is based on the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
and the model selection strategy for determining the
number of clusters when clustering a given data set. Then,
we introduce our new method for feature selection, which is
based on cluster structure, Its two main steps are a
generation procedure and a result evaluation procedure.

evaluates the result with a validity index, and splits the
“worst” cluster into two clusters as the initialization for the
next step. Finally, it chooses the optimal number of clusters
based on the best validity index value. The FCM-Based
Splitting.
Algorithm for determining the number of clusters is as
follows:
FBSA Algorithm: (FCM-based Splitting Algorithm)

Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm
The FCM algorithm dates back to 1973. Many
derivatives have been proposed with modified definitions
for the norm and the prototypes for cluster
FCM-based algorithms are the most widely used fuzzy
clustering algorithms in practice.

c,,

and C,,,

.

1.

Choose

2.

C,, Initialize cluster centers V.

3.

For

The basic FCM algorithm can be formulated as follows:

c = ,c
,

to ,c
,

:

3.1 Apply the basic FCM algorithm to update the
membership matrix U and the cluster centers V
until convergence is obtained.
3.2 Compute a validity valuev,

Where n is the total number of data vectors in a given data
set
and
C
is
the
number
of
clusters;

3.3 Compute a score S ( i ) for each cluster; split the
worst cluster.

X = [x,,x, ,...x n ]c R s and V = [vl,vZ,...v n ]c R s
are the feature data and cluster centers; and U = (U,),,,

4.

is a fuzzy partition matrix composed of the membership of
each feature vector xk in each cluster i. U, should satisfy
for

Compute c., such that the cluster validity function

V, (cf) is optimal.

C

C u e =1

(c)

5.

k = 42, ..., n and uik 2 0 for all

i=1

Reload the data set, and apply FCM with the
optimal cluster number cf.

k =1,2 ,...n and i =1,2,...C . The exponent m > l in

J,(U,V) is a parameter, usually called a fuzzifier. The
basic FCM algorithm can be found in many text books and
papers[’].

In FCM, the number of clusters is a key parameter. In
practice, the first job of clustering analysis is to determine
the number of clusters. Indeed, determining the number of
clusters is one of the most difficult problems in clusterin
analysis. A simple and useful strategy is model selection .

Id

The main idea is to test all of the possible number of
clusters, evaluating each result with a validity index and
choosing the best as the optimal number of clusters. Based
on this idea and FCM, we recently proposed ‘10,11~141an
efficient algorithm for determining the number of clusters.
The algorithm searches from
, the minimum number

c,,

of clusters, to C,, , maximum number of clusters. In each
step, c, it clusters the data to c clusters using FCM,

There,

S(i) =

Z2ki
number-of -data -in-cluster-i

is a function that evaluates cluster i to select the “worst”
cluster. We have defined a new validity index

Vwsl that is

much more efficient than the existing ones when dealing
with overlapping clusters. For detail see[lO,ll]. In the
proposed algorithm for feature selection, we use V,
as
the validity function V, (c)
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Feature Selection procedure
We adopted the heuristic strategy for generating a
feature subset. The goal of the procedure is to wrap the
feature subset based on the clustering algorithm.Unlike the
filter approach, which attempts to assess the merit of
features from the data alone, the wrapper approach
conducts a search for a good subset using an induction
algorithm as part of the evaluation function"'. The basic
idea of our algorithm is to evaluate each subset T, by a

The classification error rate in the feature selection
algorithm is defined as follows: Suppose C is the number
of classes in the original data set, S is a subset of features,
SP(S) is the subspace data set formed by S,K(S) is the

SP(S) , and P ( S , k , i ) is the
number of objects in cluster k of SP(s) belonging to the.

number of clusters in

class labeled i in the original data set. According to the
majority rule,

clustering process and then to evaluate a criterion defined
by the classification error rate. The Greedy technique will
be used in the search procedure. As we know, searching the
entire feature subset space will lead to a

O ( n 2 )computation problem. In order to solve the
computation problem, we use a multi-steps search process.
Each step tests each remaining feature and chooses the best
one to add to the selected subset. The newly selected
feature is the most "combinable" with those already
selected. In other words, combining the new feature with
the existing selected subset should lead to a lower
classification error rate and this error should be the lowest
among all the errors resulting from combining one non
selected feature with the selected subset. The search
process stops when adding any of the remaining features to
the selected subset would yield an increase in the
classification error rate.

C P ( S , k ) = j I P ( S , k , j ) = max[P(S,k,i)
16i6c

indicates that cluster k is related to class j or the main class
label of cluster k is class j. Consequently

n
i=l.itCP(S,k)

indicates the discrepancy between cluster k and its main
class label. The classification error rate of S is defined as
K(S)

R(S)= C E C ( S , k ) / N

FSBC (Feature Selection Based Clustering) Algorithm:

k=l

cr = 1.

1.

Set selected subset SS to empty, and

2.

For anv feature f: which is not in SS.
"L

where N is the number of objects in the data set.

.

The value of R(S) shows the accuracy of the
renresentation of the original class information usine. the
data set corresponding to the subset of features. The lower
the value of RfS).
the better the remesentation. This means
,
the cluster structure of the subspace data set is "similar" to
the class structure of the original data set.
L

2.1 Let T,. = ss U [ f,) , and create a new subspace
data set
2.2

3.

4.

CP(S,k,i)

EC(S,k)=

I _

se using the features of Ti.

FBSA On S< to determine the
clusters and produce clustering results.

-

Of

This structural similarity can be interpreted in a more
intuitive way. Since the goal of feature selection is to better
represent class information, we expect that the selected
subset of features leads to a cluster structure with each
2.3 Compute the classification error rate R(i) based cluster corresponding as closely as possible to a single class
in the original data set. More than one cluster may
(defined b y q ).
on the subspace
correswnd to a single class. However. the case where one
cluster comsponds to multiple classes should be avoided.
R ( j ) = h n ~ , s sR(i) With the~owestclas~ification The classification error rate defined above allows us to
grade each subset and distinguish the different cases.
e m r rate.
Obviously, this evaluation relies on accurate assessment of
the structure of the data set corresponding to the subset of
IIf R( j ) c cr then cr = R( j ) : SS = T, : goto
features. The use of an efficient clustering algorithm
step 2; else output SS, stop.
distinguishes our feature selection algorithm from existing
ones.
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3.

Experimental Results

In this section, we will report experimental results on
three data sets, of which one comes from the public domain,
one is generated using a mixture of Gaussian distributions,
and one is a ‘real world data set. The first data set is
Corral‘’’’. This data set has 32 instances. It contains two
classes and six Boolean .features (A,,A,, Bo,B, ,I , C ) ,

this result does not indicate the class property of the data.
By applying our new feature selection algorithm to the data
set, the classification error rate is decreased remarkably,
reaching 17/250. Table 2 shows theselection results. The
selected feature subset is [x 2 ,x3;.xl ] .
I / ,

,

, . ) , ...

Table 2. Selection results for DataSet2

of which feature I is irrelevant, feature C is correlated to
the class label 75\% of the time, and the other four features
are relevant to the Boolean target concept:
A A,) V’(B, A B , ) . In[2], Dash and Liu tested the
data using eight different feature selection algorithms. A
few
of
them
correctly
select
the
actual
A,, Bo,B, ) , while most produce a subset
subset

(4

(4,

including C or I. Although the data has not clear class
structure, our algorithm results in a final selected feature
subset including [B, ,Bo,AI ] . This result shows that all of
the features selected are important, although one important
feature is bypassed. Table 1 shows results at each selection
step.
Table 1. Selectlon results for DataSetl

The second data set is generated using a mixture of
Gaussian distributions. It contains 250 data points and has
ten features [ X , ,x 2

,..., x,, ] . The f i t three features are

significant. The subspace data set corresponding to the firstthree features [ x l , x , , x 3 ]is a mixture of five Gaussian
components. The other features are as follows.
x6 = ~ * x , , x , =4*x2,x, = 5 * x 3 are three relevant
features x4 and xs are whit&noise uniformly distributed
variables. xg and

xl0 are

“Gaussian noise”. They are

normal distributions and independent from each other. The
class label is based on the first three features. There are 50
data points in each class. Due to the noise and excrescence
features, classifying the data set using all features would
result in a classification error rate of 178/250. Furthermore,

.
The third experiment was done on feature,sets extracted
from an MSTAR small vehicle target/shadow , image
database. These features include. moment,, surface, shape,
perimeter, Fourier . descriptor, complexity, etc. We
calculated a total of 20 features for each target and 20
features for the shadow. The feature .vectors were.
previously grouped according to, the orientations of the
target. (Details about the image segmentation algorithm
were presented in[15].) There are 3 classes of targets. The
aim of the feature selection algorithm is.to find appropriate
features to aid in solving the target classification problem.
Here we test 11 data sets, each of which contains the
observation data from in orientation.

In this problem, we do not know which features are the
best for targets. The features may play different roles in
different target/ orientation Combinations, so different
target/ orientation combinations may need different
features. Using all features in classification lead to
inaccurate classification (average classification error rate is
44.6%) and high time cost.
Table 3 compares the time cost akd classification error
using selected feature subsets and using. all features. Our
new feature selection algorithm results in an efficient
feature subset for classification of each of the data sets. The
number of selected features is between 3 ind 6 of the 40
features. This leads to reduced cost in terms of time and
memory (85% lower using the selected features than when
all features are used). The classification ,accuracy rises
observably. The average classification error rate is down to
23% from 44.6%. Furthermore, the results show that some .
features ark important in practice. For example, f,,is

.

seleited in most data sets,

f, and f,,are

,.

also ’often

selected. This means they are relevant for the targets.
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Selected Feature

All Feature

I

4

1

21

Data2

144

Data6

4

I

13/38

I

Data7

6

I

21/51

I

Data8

16

3917 1

Data9

22

Datal0

53

Datal 11

34

I071229

average

I

67/181

I

Datal

I

(fl6, 4 3 f l

(fl6, f18.

651165

1

f40* f26)

[flk f15.

f371

1

.

1.5

28/181

14

42/165

0.3
0.3

{f,6.f 7 0
f25, fl)

1

I

8/38

12/51

1.3.

24/71

47/118

If209 fl7r f391 f23r f51

5

22/118

1011180

(fI6, fl, f38- f40, f7.4)

5.2

53/180

3.5

51/229

0.446

If16

(69, f5,

I

Conclusions

We have presented a wrapper approach to feature
selection using fuzzy clustering, and proposed a new
feature selection algorithm (FSBC) based on ?,clustering
method. The particularity of this algorithm c c be
summarized as follows: 1. the.true number of clusters in
the subspace data set, for use in determining the cluster
structure of the subset of features; 2. the classification
error rate when the subspace data set and the original data
set contain different numbers of clusters (classes), for use
in comparing the cluster structure information of a
subspace data set and the class structnre information of the
original data set. We are currently carrying out an
evaluation of the new algorithm, including comparison
with existing algorithms and testing on different types of
data sets.
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